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Abstract 
As the traditional  frequency and time offset estimation method is complex and sensitive to the 
frequency offset , in this paper, the process of the initial cell search is described, the reason  why the M-
segment partial correlation bringing down the risk of incorrect detection of time offset is analyzed. Based 
on the time offset detected by M-segment partial correlation and the result of ML (Maximum Likelihood) 
estimation which is proved by Jan-Jaap, a method improving the success probability of initial cell search 
in the low SNR condition is proposed. In the simulation environment, the performance of the proposed 
method is compared with the traditional method, proving the proposed method not only less sensitive to 
frequency offset, but also effective. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
3GPP launched LTE (Long Term Evolution) system project to compensate the huge drop between 3G
and   4G. A much higher average cell throughput and many other good properties are supported by LTE 
[1]. However, the properties are just beautiful dreams without efficiency method of synchronous.  
Multi-path affection causes time offset, which troubles the receiver with when to demodulate OFDM 
symbols. Crystal mismatching causes frequency offset, which raises the PAPR of the OFDM symbols. 
Synchronous is just the estimation process of time and frequency offset. The synchronous job is rather 
important that the incorrect estimation causes the failing of initial cell search, furthermore, fails the whole 
communication with the LTE systems 
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2. System Model 
The system model is shown in Fig 1. The signal bits are firstly processed by the corresponding physical 
channel, then the complex symbols generated is map to the corresponding resource element, after that, the 
resource element modulated with OFDM symbol is send to the corresponding transmit antenna. At the 
receiver, time and frequency offset is estimated, which we will interpret in detail in following section. 
Upon the estimation, the inverse processing is applied in order to recover the original information bits. 
      Fig.1. System Model 
3. Mathematic Description of the System Model 
3.1. Transmitter 
Let’s pay our attention to PSS (Primary Synchronous Signals) and SSS (Second Synchronous 
Signals).The structure of PSS and SSS, which is proposed in [4-7]. The signal is transmitted in the   
fixedly frequency bands within subframe 0 and subframe 5 every 5 millisecond. PSS in the two subframes 
is the same with each other, however, SSS is different. Therefore, we can only recover both PSS and SSS 
to realize synchronization every 10 millisecond. PSS series which are constituted of Zadoff-Chu sequence 
is defined as [3,4]: 
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3.2. Receiver
3.2.1. ML estimation 
The received signal is defined as follow without considering the impact of channel: 
                                                                                                           (1))()()( /2 nNekSnR Nk +−= πατ
where τ is time offset ; α is frequency offset;  is Gaussian white noise; N is FFT points; is
the transmit signal; The ML estimation [2] of 
)(nN )(kS
τ and α   is modeled as follow: 
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3.2.2. Proposed method 
It has already mentioned in the previous section that the PSS series are constituted of Zadoff-Chu 
sequence which has good robustness. Therefore, a cross-correlation method is proposed as follow: 
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where K is the length of time domain Zadoff-Chu series; is the received signal; is the 
candidate Zadoff-Chu series; m is time offset. The correlation of b and  is stronger, the value of 
is larger. c is achieving its maximum, as m is equal to time offset. In the multi-path environment 
and under the influence of noise, the received signal is expressed as follow: 
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where τ is the delay of th path l )( lh τ is the fading value of the l th path  is the number of the 
paths. The CP property makes
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 .  is the AWGN noise. 
According to formula (4) and (5), the correlation value is expressed as: 
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As ⎨⎧  ,  so c    (7)
 If the received signal is mismatching with the candidate signal, the received signal is zc , and the 
candidate signal is :
C
       (8) 
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Comparing formula (7) with formula (9), it is clear that is larger than .So the cell ID 2 
is detected. Finally let's consider about the frequency offset, the received signal can be expressed as:  
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fΔ is frequency offset, Ts is the baseband sampling rate. According to formula (11), it’s possible that 
 makes the peak to 0. Let’s consider the position where is not localized in the peak. Just fΔ )(τR  in 
where 0≠τ  It’s possible that Tsf *Δ   and Ku /*τ ′ make )(τR to achieve a peak value which 0≠τ is 
not supposed to be. The frequency offset affection is obvious in Fig 2.The picture shows the cross-
correlation value with(0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) times of subcarrier frequency offset. As the frequency offset is 
rising, the risk of miss detecting the peak value is rising. The cross-correlation is sensitive to the 
frequency offset. 
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Fig.2. The cross-correlation with different frequency offset.              Fig.3. The M-segment partial correlation with (M=2).             
A  M-segment partial correlation which is less sensitive to the frequency is proposed [5,8-12] to 
bring down the risk of miss detection of the cross-correlation peak value. The M-segment partial 
correlation can be expressed as formula (12). The M-segment partial correlation performance is obvious 
in Fig 3. Based on the conclusion of ML estimation and the performance of M-segment partial correlation, 
a method improving the cell search performance is proposed. As time offset is detected with M-segment 
correlation method, ML is used to estimate the frequency offset by the time offset detected. 
4. Simulation 
The method proposed is compared to the traditional method in the simulation, in which the system 
bandwidth is 20M, sample rate is 30.72MHz, and signal passed through the ETU706 channel. Every 
sample is tested for 500 times.  The probability is count by times of detected cell ID. Fig 4 shows that the 
method proposed raise the detection probability by 10% in the condition of low SNR. As the frequency is 
raised, the performance of our method is close to the traditional method. Because we set M=2 for the M-
segment correlation. 
5. Conclusion 
The proposed method is less effect as the frequency offset is changing from 0.1 to 0.3 times of 
subcarrier interval. Within the condition SNR is in the range of -6dB and -2dB, and the frequency offset 
is 0.3 times of subcarrier interval, the method proposed in the initial cell search process raise the search 
probability by 10%. The M-segment partial correlation method suggested effectively brings down the risk 
of incorrect cell search caused by frequency offset, and less sensitive. The method proposed is meaningful 
for the synchronous in LTE systems. 
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              Fig.4. The detection probability of different cell search method 
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